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We all know that France is a wonderful
country for photography. Alsace is a region in
the eastern part of the country on the German
border; in fact it has a German heritage. My
favorite subjects are colorful buildings, and
Alsace has many delightful villages whose
streets are lined with such buildings, so I really
enjoyed shooting there. Many of the buildings
are decorated with interesting details, which
provide extra enticements. In several of the
towns one can even find some of the buildings
reflected in rivers, and the reflections make
shots even more effective. Outside of the towns
the scenery is particularly pleasant in autumn,
when the vineyards show their fall colors, and
in some of the scenes there are chateaux in the
background. Since I live in the San Francisco
Bay Area, I like to think of Alsace as the Napa
valley on steroids.
Strasbourg, the capital of Alsace, (and the
seat of the European Parliament), is on the
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left bank of the Rhine, across the river from
Germany. It is a little over two hours from Paris
by train. It is a great place for photography,
especially the Petite France district, where the
River Ill splits into several channels on its way
to the Rhine. It’s worth spending a little time
on night shots there. One can even take a boat
ride to explore the area. It is also a good place
to rent a car.
Alsace is very proud of its wines. A map
of its famous Wine Route, which will take
you to villages with good opportunities for
photography, is easy to find online. Printed
copies are free in most of the hotels in the area.
It shows lots of villages, with brief descriptions
of them. Three are on the official list of “the
most beautiful villages in France.” Each village
has many tasting rooms, though only a few are
open at any given time. The main route does
not always go through the most colorful streets
of the villages, and it is a good idea to explore
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a few blocks from the main road in each by car
or, better yet, to park and walk around and look
for back streets.
Colmar is a large town about halfway down
the route, and is an excellent base with plenty
of hotels and nice restaurants. There are many
good areas for shooting. Like Strasbourg, it has
an area with reflecting branches of a river…the
Lauch that is called Petite Venise. It is another
good place for night shots. Parking can be a bit
tight in Colmar.
Riquewihr is perhaps the most photogenic
town of all, and worth the better part of a
day. Because of this, it is often full of other
visitors. Therefore, it is a good idea to arrive
there early in the morning, and as the day
progresses start working the back streets where
there are fewer people. Then, in the evening
the main streets are again fairly clear. Most
cars are not allowed in the picturesque parts
of the town which improves the photographic
opportunities, but means that visitors must
park in the outskirts.
Saint-Hippolyte is a pleasant village,
and above it is the restored castle of HautKoenigsbourg. It is open to visitors at some
times, but charges admission. There are good
views of the area from the road near the castle.
Niedermorschwihr is small, and particularly
colorful. Barr is another village punctuated
by a small stream, and it is worth wandering
around the town to find it. Ribeauville also has
river reflections. There are some interesting
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sculptures, made of things like car parts, in the
town of Ville.
Hunawihr is famous for its stork restoration
project, and storks can be found on high places
in some of the other villages nearby, such as
Kaysersberg and Munster (not actually on the
Wine Route). Eguisheim also has a stork refuge.
The images in this article were made with the
Sony Nex-6 mirrorless camera, and a Tamron
18-200 mm lens. (I have now upgraded to the
Sony A6000, which has more capabilities.) I
have found that these fairly small, light cameras
are much more convenient for use walking
around cities than larger, heavier DSLR’s. Since
even at ISO 1600 their noise can be easily
controlled with modern software, they work
well handheld during most daylight situations.
Moreover, because they are so light, one can use
a lightweight tripod when one is needed.
Alsace provides so many wonderful photo
opportunities in such a small area, that I am
surprised so few photo workshops or tours go
there. It is a place that should not be missed. n
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